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Subrings of Algebraic Number Fields 
By R. A. BEAUMONT and R. S. PIERCE >) in Seattle (Washington, U. S. A.) 
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n . This paper is a continuation of the authors' work 
([1] and [5]) on torsion-free rings. We are concerned here with subrings of 
algebraic number fields. Throughout the paper, K will denote a fixed algebraic 
number field and J will denote the ring of algebraic integers in K. We will 
restrict our attention to subrings of K whose quotient field is all of K. Since 
K can be arbitrary, this is not really and additional restriction. If A is any 
subring of K, then QA (where Q is the field of rational numbers) is a sub-
field of K. Thus if the quotient field of A is K, then A is full in K in the 
sense that for any x^K, there is a non-zero integer n such that nx£A. 
The paper is mainly devoted to the . problem of classifying the subrings 
of K. In the first section we classify the (full) subrings of K up to the equi-
valence relation quasi-equality. Two subrings A and B of I< are called quasi-
equal (symbolically, A^=B) if A n B has finite index in both A and B. Be-
cause of the finiteness of rank, this is equivalent to the existence of a non-
zero integer n such that nA^B and nB^A. The basic result of Section 2 
is that each quasi-equality class of full subrings of K contains a unique 
integrally closed ring which is the largest ring in the quasi-equality class. 
It follows that the various quasi-equality classes of subrings of I< are in 
one-to-one correspondence with sets of prime ideals of J. In Section 3 we 
take up the classification of the rings belonging to a given quasi-equality 
class. The results of Section 2 make this equivalent to finding all subrings 
of finite index in an integrally closed subring of K. We show that if Jn is 
the integrally closed subring of of K associated with the set IT of prime 
ideals of J, then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the subrings 
of finite index in Jn and the open subrings of the compact topological ring 
y,* J(P), where J(P) is the P-adic completion of J with the metric topo-
dén 
logy and the product topology is imposed on the complete direct sum. 
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Using this result, it is possible to characterize those sets U such that Jn 
contains no proper subring of finite index having an identity element. In 
Section 4, we characterize in strictly group theoretical terms those torsion 
free abelian groups which are isomorphic to the additive group of a subring 
of an algebraic number field. 
Generally speaking, in this paper the notation and terminology of [1] 
and [5] is used. Exceptions are the use of Q to denote the field of rationals 
and Z(p) and Q(p) to denote the p-adic completions of Z (the ring of in-
tegers) and Q respectively. If P is any prime ideal of the ring J, let 
Jp = {x/y\x, y^J, y$P}- Also, if II is a set of prime ideals in J, define 
Note that J0 = K. Denote by vP the valuation of K associated with the prime 
ideal P of J. It is not necessary to normalize vP. Thus vP can be defined 
on J by letting vP(0) = 0 and for x=f= 0, vP(x)—p-k, where p is the unique 
rational prime in P and Pk is the highest power of P dividing the princi-
pal ideal (x). Then vP is extended multiplicatively to K. It is also convenient 
to extend vP to the non-zero ideals of J, defining vP{l) = p~k, where Pk is 
the highest power of P dividing I. Then w satisfies the inequality 
vP(x—y) ^ max {vP(x), vP{y)), x,y£K, 
and if vj_,(x)=fcvp{y), then equality holds. Moreover, it is easy to show that 
for any x£K, if and only if x£jP. Denote by J(P) and K(P) the 
completions of J and K with respect to vP. Then J(P) and K(P) are metric 
topological rings (containing J and K respectively) with a metric which ex-
tends vP . The extended metric can be denoted by vP without confusion. As 
a topological space, J(P) is compact. It is well known that the identical 
mapping of J into J(P) can be extended to an isomorphism of Jv into 
J(P). Note that vP(/tPx) = vP(:c). 
2 . Class i f icat ion o f quas i -equal i ty c lasses . The proof of the main 
theorem of this section is based on the results of [1]. To make this proof 
intelligible, it is necessary to explain some of the concepts introduced there. 
Define a ring q. d. invariant of K .to be a function d which assigns to each 
rational prime p an ideal dp in the ring Q{p)®K. The ring q. d. invariants 
are ordered by defining d^d' if dp^d'p for all p. With this ordering, the 
ring q. d. invariants form a complete lattice (actually, a complete, atomic 
Boolean algebra). There is also a natural way to order the quasi-equality 
classes of full subrings of K. This is obtained by defining the class of the 
ring A to be less than or equal to the class of the ring B if nA^B for 
some non-zero integer n. 
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L e m m a 2.1 . There is a one-to-one order preserving correspondence 
between the quasi-equality classes of full subrings of K and the ring q. d. 
invariants of K. This correspondence is induced by the mapping which as-
sociates with the full subring A the q. d. invariant d(.4), where 6P(A) is the 
maximal divisible subgroup of Z(p)®A (considered as a subgroup of Q(p)®!<). 
P r o o f . See [1, Corollary 4 . 9 and Theorem 1.10]. 
It follows from this result alone that there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the quasi-equality classes of full subrings of I< and the sub-
sets of the prime ideals of J. Indeed, it is a classical result (due essentially 
to Hensel) that 
(1) Q(p)®K^K(P) + ••• + I<(P,), 
where Pt,...,P,, are the distinct prime ideal divisors of the principal ideal 
(p) (see [3, pp. 9 6 - 9 8 ] ) . The ideals of the ring K(P,) + • • • + K(P„) are 
precisely the partial sums K(P,) + ••• + K(Pit), where 1 < / , ^ g . 
Thus, the ring q. d. invariants can be determined by specifying the set 
Pil,...,Pir of prime ideals corresponding to each rational prime p. For 
future reference, we note that the projections 7c-L\Q(p)® K-*K(P) corres-
ponding to the isomorphism (1) are obtained by mapping 
III f CD CD f III \ 
<2) ^ £ ajl: p ® -+ .Z LZ ajt;p"xj , ajk £ Z, j= i U=-n J i = - » i j = i J 
where the infinite sum on the left is taken in the p-adic topology of Q(p) 
and the infinite sum on the right side is taken in the topology of the metric 
Vl; On K(Pi). 
Our first objective in this section is to determine the q. d. invariants 
associated with the various rings /,>. It is convenient to obtain these in-
directly. 
If A is a subring of K, then we say that x^K is integral over A, if 
x is integral (in the usual sense) over the ring {A, 1} where 1 is the iden-
tity of K. By the integral closure of A, we mean the ring of all elements of 
K which are integral over A. It is easy to show (see [4]) that the integral 
closure of A is the intersection of all valuation rings Jt- containing A, since 
Jr 3 A if and only if Jr 2 {A, 1}. 
L e m m a 2 .2 . if A is a proper full subring of K, then A c Jr for some 
proper prime ideal P of J. 
P r o o f . By the above remarks, it is sufficient to show that the integral 
closure of A is a proper subring of K. Since A is a full subring of K, there 
is an integer n=j= 0 such that «-1 £ A. Thus {A,V(/A has bounded order. 
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Since A is a proper subring of K, K/A is a non-trivial divisible group. 
Hence {A, \}=f=K, that is, {A, 1} is a proper subring of K. Thus, there is a 
rationaTprime p such that \/p${A, 1). Then 1 jp is not integral over A, 
because (1 /p)" + a,(\/p)"~l H 1-<7„ = 0, <7, € {A, 1} implies that \/p = 
= ~(al+---+p"-la„)i{A,\}. 
L e m m a 2.3. If A is a subring of K, P is a prime ideal of J, and if 
nA c for some non-zero integer n, then A ^/r-
P r o o f . Let a- £ A. Then X'-^A for all exponents k i g l . Hence 
vr{n)ur{x)k = vp{nx'r)=l. Since k can be arbitrarily large, this implies that 
?."vCx) = 1 - Therefore x£Jr. 
C o r o l l a r y 2*4. If P is a prime ideal of J, then d(Ji>) is a maximal 
ring q. d. invariant. 
P r o o f . By Lemmas 2 . 2 and 2 .3 , and the fact that there are no in-
clusion relations between distinct valuation rings, the quasi-equality classes 
of the rings Jp are maximal. Hence, the corollary follows from Lemma 2 .1 . 
L e m m a 2. 5. Let P be a prime ideal of J. Let p be the rational prime 
belonging to P. Then if q =f= p, (l,(Jr) = Q(q)®K. Under the isomorphism 
(1), <>,,(_/,•) corresponds to K(P,) + • • • + + K(Pi+i) + • • • + K(P„), 
where P, = P. 
P r o o f . Since dp(Jr) is an ideal, .'c,(r)(, (/,,)) = K(P;) or 0. If (')',,(//•)) 
= K{Pi), then :-r,(Z(p) ®J,) = K(P). But this is impossible since vPi(x) 1 
for all x ^ J r = J p ; and it follows readily from (2) that vr.(z)-^\ for all 
z£rci(Z(p)®Jr). The lemma now follows from Corollary 2 .4 . 
L e m m a 2 .6 . Let II be a set of prime ideats of J. Then d(Ju) = 
= g . l . b .{ r ) ' (y / , ) |PC/7} . 
P r o o f . Since Jn £ Jp for all P £ /7, <){Jn) < g. 1. b. \<HJp)\Pi //>- By 
Lemma 2. 1, there is a ring A such that d(A) = g. 1. b. {t) ' ( /p) |P£ /7}. Thus 
d(A)^d(Jp) for all P^ i f . Hence, by Lemmas 2. 1 and 2.3, A^Jp for all 
P£/I. Consequently, A^ f l Ji'—Jn- This implies that 
g. 1. b. \'HJ,-)\P€ /7} = 'HA) < d(Jn). 
T h e o r e m 2. 7. In each quasi-equality class of full subrings of K, 
there is one and only one integrally closed ring. This ring is the integral 
closure of every ring in the class. 
P r o o f . By Lemmas 2 . 5 and 2 .6 , dp(Jn) is isomorphic to the ring 
direct sum of all K(P) with p^P^W. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, if 77, =£ /7 , , 
A 14 
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then Jn\ is not quasi-equal to Jns, and every quasi-equality class contains 
one of the rings Jn. Since Jn is an intersection of valuation rings, it is 
integrally closed. Suppose A ^ J n . If P £ f f , then n A ^ J P for some non-zero 
integer n. Thus, by Lemma 2 .3 , A^kJ,*. Consequently, A^Jw^Jn, where 
/7 ' = {P\JV^A} and Jn> is the integral closure of A. This implies that Jrv--Jri 
and therefore 77' = /7. 
R e m a r k s . It follows from Theorem 2 . 7 that the conductor of the 
integral closure of any subring of an algebraic number field is a non-zero 
ideal. Thus it is possible to reduce a large part of the ideal theory of such 
a ring to that of its integral closure (see [4, pp. 91—92]). Moreover, if A is 
any full subring of K, then every non-zero ideal / of A contains a non-zero 
integer (since 0 =f=x£l and nx~l £A implies n £ / ) and therefore A/1 is a 
group of finite rank and bounded order. Thus, A/I must be finite. This ob-
servation has the consequences that A is Noetherian and its prime ideals are 
maximal. If A is also integrally closed, then it is a Dedekind ring. It is easy 
to see that the prime ideals of Jn are precisely the ideals PJn, where PZ /J. 
Although the quasi-equality classes of full subrings of K are comple-
tely specified by designating a set of prime ideals of J, it is convenient for 
some purposes to label these classes in a different way. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 8 . Let 77 be a set of prime ideals of J. For each ra-
tional prime p, let 
iv(ri)=p? ...p;:k, 
where Pu...,Pk are the distinct prime ideals in /7 which contain p, and e, 
is the highest power of Pi dividing (p) (that is, e, is the ramification index 
of Pi in (p)). If no prime ideal in 77 contains p, let 4 ( 7 7 ) = / . 
If {4} is a system of ideals of J (one for each rational prime p), then 
there is a set 77 of prime ideals of J such that Iv = lP(TI) for all p if and 
only if for each p , (p) = /J)/,' with Ip and //, relatively prime. Moreover the 
set 77 is uniquely determined as the set of all prime ideals P such that P 
divides one of the ideals /,,. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 .9 . Let F be a subfield of K and denote by J„ the 
ring of integers in F. Let 770 be a set of prime ideals of J0 and define 
77 = {P, prime ideal of J\P^P0 for some P, £ 770). For any P, £ //„, let 
JOP„ be the valuation ring of F associated with P 0 and let JON„= f l JOT,,- Then 
(i) J a is the integral closure of Jm„ in K\ 
(ii) there is a basis {x], . . . , x„,} of K over F such that 
JN =J<>n0Xi - | HJON0x,„; 
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(iii) Jou„ =Jn C\F\ 
( i v ) / „ ( . / / ) = / , ( ( f l o ) . y for all p. 
P r o o f . By definition, Jn is the intersection of all valuation rings of K 
which contain Jm„- Thus, Jn is the integral closure of /0/;0. To prove (ii), 
note that there is a basis {x i , . . . ,x ,„} of K over F such that Jn^=JonaXi-\-
H hJon„xm (see [6, p. 264]). If n is a non-zero integer such that nx.^Jn 
for i=\,...,m, then n(J0noXi-\ \-J0n0xm)^Jn. Thus, these two groups 
are quasi-equal. The property (iii) foilows from the observations that 
Jn C\ Jon0 and every element of Jnf)F is integral over the integrally closed 
ring /on„. The statement (iv) is clear from the definitions of /,,(/1) and I,,(.iIo) 
because of the unique factorization of ideals in J. 
The notion of field of definition of a subring of a simple algebra was 
introduced in [1] and [5]. For full subrings of I<, this concept can be stated 
as follows: a field F^K is a field of definition of A if A (A n F)Xi + 
H h(A n F)xn for some (or equivalently, any) basis { x i , . . . , xm} of K over 
F. It is easy to see that if two rings are quasi-equal, then they have the 
same fields of definition. Proposition 2. 9 leads to a useful characterization 
of the fields of definition of the ring Jn. 
T h e o r e m 2.10. Let II be a set of prime ideals of J. Then a field F 
in K is a field of definition of Jn if and only if each of the ideals I, >(11) is 
generated by elements of F. 
P r o o f . Suppose that F is a field of definition of Jn. Let / 0 be the 
ring of integers in F. Since Jn n F is integrally closed in F, there is a set 
/7o of prime ideals of Jd such that Jn n F—Jm„- Since F is a field of defi-
nition of Jn, it follows that Jn =Jon0Xi H \-Jon„xm, where {x i , . . . , x , „} is 
a basis of K over F. Then by Proposition 2 .9 , Jn=Jir, where /7 ' consists 
of all prime ideals of J which contain a prime ideal of 77,. By Theorem 2.7, 
this implies that 77' — /7 and therefore by Proposition 2 .9 , I,,(Tf ) = /P(/70)y. 
In particular, /¡.(Ll) is generated by elements of F. Conversely, suppose that 
each Ip(IJ) is generated by elements of F. Let /7n be the totality of prime 
ideals of J0 which divide some 4(77) n Z7. Let W be all prime ideals of J 
which contain some ideal of 770. If P^JT, then P> = Pf\ F ^ 4 ( / 7 ) n F for 
some p. Hence P0 € 770 and therefore P £ Z7'. Conversely, if P 6 77', then 
P^.Po^.Ip(fI) n F, where P 0 £ 770. Consequently, P = P - / 3 ( / i , ( 7 7 ) n F)-J = 
= 4(77). Thus, P ^ n . This shows that Jn—Jn', so by Proposition 2 .9 , F 
is a field of definition of Jn. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. 11. If 77 is a set of prime ideals of J, then the follow-
ing conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) If F is a proper subfield of K, there is a rational prime p such that 
/;,(//) is not generated by the elements of F; 
(ii) K is the smallest field of definition of Jn; 
(iii) As a group, Ju is strongly indecomposable (that is, Jn is not quasi-
equal to any proper direct sum). 
P r o o f . The conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent by Theorem 2.10. 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) was proved in [5]. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. 12. Let FJ be a set of prime ideals of J such that for 
some rational prime p, there is precisely one P £ 7/ with p£P, and such that 
this prime ideal is unramified and has degree one. Then K is the smallest 
field of definition of Jn. 
P r o o f . Le F be a field of definition of Jn. Then by Theorem 2. 10, 
P= (P f] F)-J. Thus [K:F\ = degree of P= 1 (see [6, p. 287]). Consequently, 
K is the smallest field of definition of Ju. 
This corollary provides a method of constructing full subrings of K 
whose smallest field of definition is K. Indeed, if II — {P} where P is 
unramified of degree one (and such prime ideals exist in abundance), then 
Jn is such a ring. 
3. T h e q u a s i - i s o m o r p h i s m classes . Our objective in this section is 
to survey all full subrings belonging to a fixed quasi-isomorphism class. By the 
results of Section 2, this is equivalent to the problem of classifying the sub-
rings of finite index in a ring Jn. A fairly obvious method of constructing 
subrings of finite index in Jn is to take the preimage in Jn of subrings of 
finite rings Jn/I, where / is a non-zero ideal of Jn- It is evident that every 
subring of finite index in Jn can be obtained in this way. Unfortunately, the 
same ring may be captured many times, using different ideals of Ju. In order 
to secure uniqueness, one is led to examine the subrings of finite index in 
the inverse limit of the system of rings {Jn/I} (defined in the obvious way). 
It is then natural to look at the structure of this inverse limit. It turns out 
to be a complete direct sum of the rings J(P), P £ El. However, the proof of 
this fact is somewhat intricate. It is easier to relate directly the subrings of 
finite index in Jn to the subrings of finite index in this complete direct 
sum. The main purpose of the present section is to establish this corres-
pondence. 
If, 77 is any set of prime ideals of J, define 
J{n) = I?J{P), pgr; 
the complete direct sum with the cartesian product topology. The elements 
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of J{11) will be denoted Since Jv for all P £ II, there is a uniquely-
defined injection 
J:J„^J(1I), 
obtained by letting d(x) = [/h>x]. For any non-zero ideal / of J, define.. 
= for all P £ H\. 
L e m m a 3. 1. (i) J (IT) is a compact topological ring, (ii) The sets 
V(I) are open and constitute a complete system of neighborhoods of zero in 
J (IT), (iii) zl(J) is dense in J {11). 
P r o o f . Of these assertions, only the last requires comment. Let 
[£,.] £ J ( L f ) and let / be a non-zero ideal of J. Since dp(J) is dense in J{P), 
there exist x P £ j such that vp(/1P(xp)—$p)^vp(I) for all P £ / 7 . By the 
generalized Chinese remainder theorem, there is an x £ J such that vp(x—Xp) = 
^ vr(l) for all P 6 77 satisfying vp{I)< 1. Consequently, d(x) — [SP] $ V(I). 
By (ii) it follows that zt(J) is dense in J ( I I ) . 
L e m m a 3 .2 . If /, and I, are non-zero ideals of J with I ^ I,, then 
V{T)^V(h)^J{L2)+V{Ii). 
P r o o f . If I ^ h , then vp{It)^ vp(1.2) for all P, so that V(h)^ V(Q. 
Suppose £ V(I2). By Lemma 3. 1, there exists x^J such that J(x)— 
6 V(/,). But then VP{X)^ VP(I2) for all P £ II. By the genera l ized Chinese 
remainder theorem, there is an element y ^ J such that vp(x—y)^vP(I) for 
all P £ /7 with vp(I)< 1, and vr{y)^ vv{h) for all P £ IP with VP{I.2)< 1. It 
follows that ¿i(y) — V{I) and that vP(y) g« , . ( / , ) for all P . Hence, y £ I, 
and [£,>]£ z/(/2) + ! / ( / , ) • 
L e m m a 3.3. Let A be a subgroup of Jn which contains the ideal / , 
of J. Then the closure of J (A) in J{ 77) is /1(A) + l/(/„). 
P r o o f . As in any commutative topological group, the closure of zl(A) 
is the intersection f](/I(A) + N), where N ranges over any complete system 
N 
of neighborhoods of zero. Thus, by Lemmas 3. 1 and 3 . 2 this closure is 
Q (¿(A) + I / ( / ) ) = zl(A) + V(I0). Indeed, zl(A) + V(I) ^d(A) + J(I0) + V(I) 2 
^J(A)+V(I„) for / c / „ . 
L e m m a 3 .4 . If I is a non-zero ideal of J, then ¿l'l(V(I)) = IJn-
P r o o f . By definition, ¿¡ed''(V(I)) if and only if vp(u)^vp(I) for all 
P£ /I . By definition of vP , this implies that («) = ¿ / / = / / ' ( / " ) " ' , where / ' 
and / " are (integral) ideals and / " is a product to prime ideals which are 
not in Tl. Thus, 2 £ ( / " ) ' implies z l " ^ j and therefore v p ( z ) ^ \ for all P 
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not dividing / " . In particular, v r ( z ) ^ 1 for all P i II . Thus, z £ j n . It fol-
lows that and therefore u £ l j n . Conversely, if « = x,u/H h 
+ X/. W;,, x, £ /, iv, £ Jii, then for any P £ H, 
vr(u) ^ max {vr(x,)vr(wi),..., vr(x,,)viiwk)} G 
Hence, 
L e m m a 3. 5. The following conditions are equivalent for subgroups L 
o f j ( r i ) : 
(i) L has finite index in / ( /7 ) ; 
(ii) J(.II)/L has bounded order; 
(iii) V(I)^kL for some non-zero ideal I of J; 
(iv) L is open. 
P r o o f . Clearly (i) implies (ii). Property (ii) implies property (iii), 
since if n is a non-zero integer such that nJ(IJ)^L, then V((n)) = nJ(TI)^L. 
If (iii) is satisfied, then L = U {x-f V(I)\x £ L} is a union of open sets, 
hence open. Finally (iv) implies (i) since J(II) is a disjoint union of the 
cosets of L and by the compactness of / (77) , this union must be finite. 
For A^Jn, let z1(A)" denote the closure of J(A) in / (77) . 
T h e o r e m 3. 6. The mappings 
A->zl(A)~, L-*J~\L) 
are inverse, one-to-one correspondences between the subgroups A of finite index 
in Jn and the open subgroups L of J(II). These correspondences send sub-
rings into subrings, subrings with identity into subrings with identity, and 
ideals into ideals. 
P r o o f . If A has finite index in Jn, then A contains a non-zero ideal of 
/ and therefore by Lemmas 3 . 3 and 3 .5 , J(Ai~ is an open subgroup of 
/ (77) . Let / be a non-zero ideal of / such that I J u ^ A . (For example, if 
n J n ^ k A , let / = ( / ; ) . ) Necessarily I^kA. Thus, by Lemmas 3 . 3 and 3 .4 , 
J-,(J(A)~)=J-l(J(A)+ V(l)) = A + J-1(V(I)) = A + /Jn = A. By Lemma 
3 .5 , if L is an open subgroup of J(II), there is a non-zero ideal / in / 
such that V(/)^L. Consequently, by Lemma 3 .4 , J~1-(L)^.IJn^n/n, where 
n is any non-zero integer in J. It follows that ¿TX(L) has finite index in Jn. 
To prove that J(J~l (L))~ = L, we have only to note that L is an open and 
therefore closed subgroup of / (77) , that ¿/(zr'(Z.)) = zl(Jn) n L, and finally 
that ¿l(Jn) is dense in / ( 77 ) (by Lemma 3. 1). The last statements of the 
theorem are consequences of the facts that the closure of a subring of a 
topological ring is itself a subring, and that the closure of an ideal of a 
dense subring is an ideal of the ring. 
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By virtue of Theorem 3.6, the problem of finding subrings of finite 
index in a ring is transferred from Jn to / ( / 7 ) . In many respects, this is a 
simplification. For example, one has the following result. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .7 . Let L be an open subgroup in / (77) . Then 
L = y,*L", where Lv = Ln( Z J(P)) and L" = X J(P) for almost all p. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 3.5, L 3 V ( ( n ) ) , where n is some non-zero rational 
integer. Let 7 7 ' = <P<E /./ n$P\. Then /7—77' is finite and, by definition, V({n)) 
contains 7(77') == ]£*J(P). In particular, V({n)) contains the identity e of J(U'). 
ven> 
Hence eV((n))^eL^ef(/J) = eV((n)). Thus 
L = (\-e)L®eL = (\-e)L®Z*J(P) = V-e)L+ Z* L1', /•en' (j>, n)=i 
since {p,n)=\ implies L n 2 J(P) = V((n)) n X J{P)= 2 J (J3)-
ver en vei'eii i ' 6 ' ' e n 
Now let n=pkn', where (p,n')= 1. Then 
«'(1 -e)L = L n £ 7 (P) ) + ( 1 - - e ) 1/(00). 
Hence, (1—e)L = ^ ( L n T J(P)) + (1—e) ^((»)) = and this last 
J>)H vei'G'l :/'!» 
sum is direct. Therefore, finally L — ^ V ' . 
V 
As an application of these results, we will "count" the subrings of 
finite index in Jn which contain the identity element of K. It turns out that 
Jn either has no proper subrings containing 1, or it has infinitely many such 
subrings. To prove this fact, it suffices by Proposition 3. 7 to examine the 
subrings of J(UP), where TlP = {P £ U\p £ P}. 
L e m m a 3.8. Let A be a torsion free group such that A/pA has rank 
at least two. Let x be any element of A. Define Bi, = {x, p'! A}. Then A = 
P r o o f . Clearly 4 = We must prove that the inclu-
sions are strict. Since A is torsion free, the mapping p : p1"* A p f A is an 
isomorphism which sends pkA onto p':+lA. Hence pkA/pkHA^A/pA has 
rank at least two. From the exactness of the sequence 
0 — (p' A n {x})/(pk+lA n {x}) — pkA/pk+lA -> Bk/B,.+i — 0, 
it follows that fiwcBi, 
C o r o l l a r y 3. 9. Let p be a rational prime. Then the ring /(77,,) = 
X J(P) contains infinitely many distinct open subrings with identity un-
ve'-'en 
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less either II], = 0, or liv = {P}, where P is unramified over p and the 
degree of P is one. 
P r o o f . Let A—J(UP). We can assume that A=/=0. If 11], contains 
more than one prime ideal, than A/pA has rank at least two, because p is 
not a unit of J(P) if pi P. Suppose that A= J(P). If P is ramified over p, 
then A/pA is an algebra (over Z,,) whose radical is neither zero nor the 
whole algebra. Thus again A/pA has rank larger than one. Finally, if P is 
unramified, then A/pA ^ J / P has rank equal to the degree of P. Therefore, 
unless 77,, = {P} where P is unramified of degree one, Lemma 3. 8 is applic-
able and by taking x to be the identity element 1 of K, the corresponding 
subgroups Bi, are actually subrings containing 1. These are open by Lemma 3. 5. 
L e m m a 3. 10. Let P be an unramified prime ideal in J which is of 
degree one. Then the open subgroups of J(P) are precisely those of the form 
p'J(P), nsO, where p is the rational prime belonging to P. in particular, 
there is no proper open subgroup of J(P) containing 1. 
P r o o f . S i n c e P i s unramified and of degree one, J(P)lpJ(P)^J/P^Zn 
(the integers modulo p). Thus, for any k, J(P)/pkJ(P) is a cyclic group of 
order p'\ Suppose L is an open subgroup of J(P). Then by Lemma 3. 5, 
L^.pkJ(P) for some k. Consequently L/pkJ(P) is a subgroup of J(P)/p';J(P). 
Since J(P)/pkJ(P) is cyclic of order pk, there is an integer n^k such that 
L/pkJ(P)=p"{J(P)/pkJ(P)). Thus, L — p"J(P). 
For convenience, we will say that the set 77 of prime ideals of J satis-
fies condition U if 
(i) for any rational prime p, Tlv = (P £ TI\p £ P } contains at most one 
prime ideal, and 
(ii) if P £ 7/ , then P is unramified and of degree one. 
T h e o r e m 3. 11. Let 7.7' be a set of prime ideals of J. If IT satisfies 
condition U, then every subgroup of finite index in Jn is of the form njn, 
where n is a rational integer. In particular, every ideal of Jn is generated 
by a rational integer. Moreover, there is no proper sabring of finite index 
in Jn which contains the identity element. If II fails to satisfy condition U, 
then there is a countable infinity of proper subrings of finite index in Jn, 
each of which contains the identity. 
P r o o f . Suppose that 77 satisfies condition U. Then by Proposition 3. 7 
and Lemma 3. 10, every open subgroup L of / ( / 7 ) is of the form ¿L 
i> 
where Lv = 0 if II], =0 and L" = pHv)J(P) if // , ,=- \P) with k(p) = 0 for 
almost all such p. Moreover if 1 £ L, then £(/?) = 0 for every prime p such 
that JIP=f=0. Let n be the product of all pk("). Then L = nJ(IJ). We con-
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elude from Theorem 3. 6 that each subgroup of finite index in Jn is of the 
form njn, with « = 1 for subgroups containing the identity of K. If 27 does 
not satisfy condition U, then by Corollary 3. 9, Proposition 3. 7 and Theorem 
3. 6, Jn contains infinitely many subrings of finite index, each of which con-
tains the identity. Since Jn/mJn is finite for any non-zero integer m, there 
can be at most a countable number of subrings (or even subgroups) of finite 
index in Jn-
C o r o l l a r y 3.12. Let 7/ be a set of prime ideals of J such that K 
is the smallest field of definition of Jn (see Corollary 2.11). Suppose that 
/ 7 does not satisfy condition U. Then the quasi-equality class of Ju contains 
infinitely many rings with identity no two of which are group isomorphic. 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to show that if A and B are full subrings of 
Jn containing the identity, and if A and B are group isomorphic, then A = B. 
Let rp be an isomorphism of A onto B. By the results of [5], there is a non-
zero element z^K such that ip(x) = z-x for all x £ A. Thus z = z-1 = </>( 1) £ B. 
Since B is a ring, z1 £ B. Since r/> is onto, there is an x £ A such that 
z2 = tp (x) = 2 x, that is z £ A. Therefore, B = zA<^A. By symmetry, A=B. 
If K is not the smallest field of definition of Jn, then IT cannot satisfy 
condition U unless 72 = 0 (by Corollary 2. 12). However, 77 can satisfy con-
dition U relative to the-smallest field of definition of Jn, in the sense of the 
following result. 
C o r o l l a r y 3 .13. Suppose that F is the smallest field of definition 
of Jn and that 27„ = {P n F\P £ .27} satisfies condition U (relative to the ring 
of integers in F). Let A be a subring of K such that A=Jn. Then A is 
group isomorphic to the direct sum j5, © • • • ® B,:, where B; ^ Jnt, ^¿AnF 
and k=[K:F]. 
P r o o f . Let C={x£F\xA(^A}. Then 1 £ C and A n f c c . I f n ^ O 
is such that n l£A, then nx = x(n-\) £ A for every x £ C. Thus, nC^LAnF. 
Consequently, C is a full subring of F which belongs to the quasi-equality 
class of A fl F. By theorem 2.10, this is the same as the quasi-equality class 
of Jn„. Thus by Theorem 3. 11 and the assumption that 770 satisfies condi-
tion U, we conclude that C—Jn„. In particular, C is a principal ideal do-
main. Since F is a field of definition of A, there is a basis {xu . . . ,x, f} of 
K over F such that /1 = (A n F)x, H b04 fl F)x„ = Cx , - l b C x k . Thus 
if m is a non-zero integer such that mxi^A for i=\,...,k, then 
A/(C(mxt) H b C(mXk)) is a group of finite rank and bounded order — hence 
finite. Consequently, A is a finitely generated C-module. From the structure theory 
of modules over a principal ideal domain (see [6, p. 247]), we conclude that 
there is a basis {yu...,yi:} of K over F such that A — Cy,-] b Cy,:. By 
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Theorem 3.11, C = Jn0~ A n F (as groups). This completes the proof, but 
we remark that if 1 £ A, then A n F—Jn„ and A is a free A n F-module. 
If the smallest field of definition of Jn is Q, then //„ is a set of ra-
tional primes (or the principal ideals which they generate) and / /„ automati-
cally satisfies condition U. Thus any full subring of K whose smallest 
field of definition is Q is group isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of a 
rank one group. This fact was proved in [1] by a different method. 
4. Additive groups of subrings of algebraic number fields. 
A torsion free group A is called a quotient divisible group (or q. d. group) 
if A contains a full free subgroup F such that A/F is divisible. This concept 
was introduced in fl], where it was shown that the additive group of a full 
subring of a semi-simple rational algebra (finite dimensional) is always a 
q. d. group. This result provides a necessary condition on a torsion free 
group in order that it be isomorphic to the additive group of a subring of 
an algebraic number field. Another necessary condition is obtained from the 
following theorem which is proved in [5]. Let E(A) denote the ring of endo-
morphisms of the group A. If A is (the additive group of) a full subring of 
the algebraic number field K, then Q<g>E(A) is isomorphic (as a rational 
algebra) to the full matrix ring Mm(F), where F is the smallest field of de-
finition of A and m = [K:F], 
For a torsion free group A, the rational algebra Q<g>E(A) is an inva-
riant of considerable interest. On the one hand, Q<g>E(A) usually has sim-
pler structure than A. On the other hand, Q(&E(A) reflects many interesting 
properties of A. It is often possible to determine Q(&E(A) explicitly. For 
example, if A is a rank one group, then Q(g)E(A) is always isomorphic to Q. 
For rank two groups, the algebras Q ^ f i X ^ ) have also been calculated (see 
[2]). Finally, as we noted above, the algebras Q®E(A) are known if A is 
the additive group of a full subring of an algebraic number field (or more 
generally, a simple Q-algebra). 
If A is a full subgroup of the rational vector space V, it is possible 
to identify Q(g>E(A) with a subalgebra of the ring E(V) of all linear trans-
formations of V, namely 
QE(A) = {<p£E(V)jn<p(A)CA for some n=f= 0}. 
Notationally, QE(A) is easier to work with than Q<g>E(A). 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following: 
T h e o r e m 4. 1. Let A be a torsion free group of rank n. Let K be 
an algebraic number field. Then A is isomorphic to the additive group of a 
full subring of K if and only if [«: Q] = n, A is a q. d. group, and Q®E(A) 
is isomorphic to M,„(F) where F is a subfield of K such that [K:F] = m. 
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The condition [A': Q] = n is clearly necessary and the necessity of the 
other conditions has been established in the papers mentioned above. The 
proof that these conditions are sufficient will be accomplished in several 
steps. We may assume throughout that A is a full q. d. subgroup of the n 
dimensional rational space V and that QE(A)^Mm(F), where F is a sub-
field of K such that [K:F] = m. 
(4 .2) If A=±=B and B is isomorphic to a full subring of K, then A is 
isomorphic to a full subring of K. 
This was proved in [1, Corollary 2.7]. 
(4.3) It suffices to prove the theorem in the case m—\. 
Suppose that the theorem is true for m = 1. Let (p;j denote the map-
pings corresponding to the matrix units under the isomorphism QE(A)siM,„(F). 
In particular, the set {</>„,..., </>,„„,} is a family of orthogonal projections 
whose sum is the identity map. Moreover cpnQE(A)(pn = F. Let Ai = cpu(A). 
Since (p;j 6 QE(A), there is an integer k=j= 0 such that k(p;j(A)^kA for all i 
and j. Then kAi = k<pu(A) = (p;j(k(pj;(A))^(pij(A) and k<p;j(A) - <p;;(kip,j(A))^ 
cz-(pii(A) = Ai. Since cpij maps Aj isomorphically onto (pij(A), we therefore 
have Ai = (p,j(A) ^ Aj. Moreover k(A,-] 1- Am)c A = (cpn H \-tpmm)A^ 
c y i , ^ {-A,,,, so that ••• © A , • Now the hypotheses of Theo-
rem 4. 1 are satisfied for the case m = 1, since rank Ai — (\/m) rank A = 
= [I<\ Q]/[A': F] = [F: Q], each A-t is a q. d. group ([1, Corollary 5.8], and 
QE{A)^(puQE(A)tpi;^F. Hence A/^Bi where Bt is a full subring of F, and 
Bi = --- = Bm. Let B = B^ n ••• fl Bm. Then K contains a full subring C 
which is group isomorphic to a direct sum of m copies of B. Thus, C is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of finite index in A © - " © A » . Consequently, by 
(4. 2) A is isomorphic to a full subring of K. 
We suppose henceforth that m = 1, that is, Q E ( A ) ^ K . Choose any 
0 in A and define 6: QE(A)-+ V by e(cp) = cp(a). Clearly, 6 is a Q-
space homomorphism. Since QE(A) is a field and the kernel of 6 is an 
ideal (and 6 is not the zero map), it follows that B is one-to-one. Since 
both QE(A) and V have dimension equal to n, the mapping 6 is onto. 
Therefore 6 induces a multiplication on V satisfying 6((p)d(ip) = 6((pip). 
That is, with respect to this multiplication, 6 is a ring isomorphism of QE(A) 
on V. Hence V i s a ring which is isomorphic to K. Note that for any x £ V 
and rp £ QE(A), 
(4.4) 9>(a)-x = <p(x). 
Indeed, we can write x = 6(\p) for some ip £ QE(A), and (p(a)-x = d(cp)d(ijj)= 
= d(<py) = </;(</-(«)) == cp(x). 
(4. 5) A is quasi-equal to a subring of V. 
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This result, together with (4. 2), will complete the proof of Theorem 4. 1. 
The proof of (4. 5) is based on a criterion established in [1] (Theorem 1. 10): 
a q. d. subgroup A of the finite dimensional rational algebra V is quasi-
equal to a subring of V if, for each prime p, the Q(p)-space 
tfp(A) = d(Z(p)®A) 
(the maximal divisible subgroup of Z(p)®A, considered as a subgroup of 
Q(/0<8>V) is an ideaL of Q(/0® V. 
Suppose z£V. Write z = </>(«), cp£QE(A). If w £ Q(p)<8> V, say 
tv = 2 « ; ® * , («, £ Q(p), x, £ V), then by (4.4), (1 <g>z)w = >•«,• ®z.v, = 
— 2cc;(g)rp(x¡)=(l<g)cp)w. In particular, (1 <$z)dp(A) = (1 <g>rp)d,,(A). If z\=f= 0, 
then ip is a non-singular transformation of V and in this case it is clear that 
(1 ® cp)ó,,(A) = ó,,(y A). Moreover, kcp(A)^A for some non-zero integer A: 
since <p£QE(A). Thus, d,,(<pA) = kón(cpA) = dll(kcp(A))CLóll(A). Combining 
these observations gives (1 (g)2)(J/,(/l)^r)'„(/l) for all z=f= 0 in V. Since the 
elements of the form 1(g)z span Q(p)®V over Q(p), and since dtl(A) is a 
Q(p)-subspace of Q(p)(g>V, it follows that ó,,(A) is an ideal of Q(p)® V. 
This is the result which was needed to complete the proof of (4.5). 
C o r o l l a r y 4.6. Let A be a torsion free group of finite rank. Then 
A is isomorphic to the additive group of a full subring of a semi-simple 
rational algebra if and only if A is a q. d. group and A is quasi-equal to 
a direct sum B, © • • • © B, of strongly indecomposable groups such that each 
of the rings Q®E(B¡) is an algebraic number field whose dimension over 
Q is the rank of B,. 
P r o o f . Suppose first that A satisfies these conditions. Then each Bl 
is a q. d. group (by [1, Corollary 5.8]) and therefore by Theorem 4. 1 each 
B¡ is isomorphic to the additive group of a full subring of an algebraic 
number field. It follows, using (4. 2), that A is isomorphic to a full subring 
of a direct sum of fields. The necessity of these conditions is obtained from 
the results of [1] and [5]. 
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